EPR tooth enamel dosimetry: optimization of the automated spectra deconvolution routine.
A computer routine was developed for automatic deconvolution of electron paramagnetic resonance spectra of tooth enamel samples for individual radiation dose reconstruction in the low dose region. The deconvolution routine uses the non-linear least square fit of a model simulating a tooth enamel spectrum by superposition of derivative Gaussian functions to obtain the amplitude of the dosimetric radiation induced signal. The parameters of the model and of the routine were optimized on a dose response level using a criterion of the least standard deviation of the derived radiation induced signal amplitude from the regression line vs. the nominal doses for the series of spectra of samples irradiated in known doses in the range 0-500 mGy. It was found that for the series of spectra of the heterogeneous samples (every sample is prepared from different teeth of different persons), it is essential to vary in the least square fit the parameters describing the shape of the native background signal in order to obtain the best accuracy. In the case of the series of spectra of the homogeneous (pooled) samples, almost the same accuracy of the results was obtained using the procedures with varied and fixed background signal parameters. The standard error of the dose reconstruction by the optimized deconvolution procedure was estimated as about 30 mGy for heterogeneous samples and 20 mGy for homogeneous samples.